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Abstract 
The effect of specific types of assignments on homework completion will be investigated. 
The specific types of homework assignments will include active learning, responding in 
different ways, real life experiences, and varying complexity. Ten seventh grade students 
will take part in this study. The subjects will be selected based on the criteria that they 
are average achieving students with a history of not completing homework assigmnents. 
Student interviews, surveys for each type of homework assignment, grades, and 
homework completion records will be used to study the impact these assigmnents have 
on homework completion. 
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Introduction 
Last year, one of my seventh grade students named Chad failed science simply 
because he chose not to complete his homework. When it was time to turn in homework, 
he was ready with an excuse as to why he didn' t have it done. Towards the end of the 
year, he didn' t even provide an explanation for his incomplete homework. He is an 
average achieving student who definitely has the potential and capability to complete his 
work. Why wouldn' t he do his homework? What at home kept him from getting it done? 
Did he not see the value of doing his homework? 
After teaching middle school students in the Fairport School District for four 
years, 1 find myself wondering about these and similar related questions every year. I 
have students like Chad each year that do poorly in school because they neglect to do 
their homework. According to studies that Bryan and Sullivan-Bustein (1998) analyzed, 
twenty-eight percent of average achieving students have problems with completing their 
homework. I realize that there are several factors that influence students' completion of 
homework. Some of these factors include student achievement, amount of help, after 
school commitments, home environment, and education of parents (North & Pillay, 
2002). These are all things that I cannot directly change. Through my research, I want to 
explore what I specifically can do to change my students' attitudes about homework and, 
therefore, increase their homework completion. 
Each day as my students enter the classroom, many of them inquire about whether 
or not they have homework for that night. As soon as I mention the word "homework," I 
hear the students' groans of disappointment. It is as if I ruined their entire day. I believe 
that most middle school students would rather not have homework. As a middle school 
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student, I didn' t like homework either. Again, I find myself wondering what I am going 
to do to motivate my students to do their homework and see its value. 
After four years of teaching, I feel that I have the life science content and 
curriculum well established. My daily lesson plans meet a variety of learning styles and 
many are inquiry based and hands-on. For each class that I teach, I spend a lot of time 
planning lessons that are motivating and enjoyable to my students. One of my personal 
teaching goals is to have my students think science is fun. I want to impress upon my 
students an excitement for science that will encourage them to take upper level science 
courses. There is an area that I am failing to get my students to think is useful, and that is 
their homework. Students' homework is the area of my teaching for which I don't spend 
enough time plamling. Generally, my students' homework consists of some background 
reading and then the completion of a textbook series produced worksheet. The 
assignments are rarely individualized and rarely encourage creativity. I am starting to 
understand why some of my students don't want homework and don't complete their 
work. According to Sullivan and Sequeira (1996), "homework assignments should be 
/ ~ ~efully as any assignment in the classroom" (p. 348). Through my research, it 
is my hope to change students' attitudes about homework using various motivating and 
differentiating techniques. I had previously mentioned that there are several factors that 
influence homework completion that I cannot directly affect, but I can control the type of 
homework, amount, and relevancy of homework that I assign to my students. 
I have never been trained on how to create effective homework assignments. I do 
believe that homework is valuable to students ' learning. Research has shown that 
homework has a positive impact on students' academic performance (Sullivan & 
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Sequeira, 2002). It provides reinforcement of concepts, background knowledge, practice, 
and communication with parents (Bryan & SuUivan-Bustein, 1998). According to the 
ELT (English Language Teacher) Journal, homework can also improve students' factual 
knowledge, understanding, concept formation, attitudes, study skills, and self-discipline 
(North & Pillay, 2002). Therefore, educators can't simply stop giving my students 
homework because that is not the answer. By creating more effective homework, this 
study will be specifically addressing the National Reseru·ch Council's Teaching Standard 
F that states, "Teachers of science actively participate in the ongoing planning and 
development of the school science program" (National, 1996). Throughout this research 
study on homework, the plan is to design assignments that directly meet the New York 
State Standards. I will strive to develop assignments that meet Standard 1 (Analysis, 
Inquiry, and Design), Standard 4 (The Living Environment), and Standard 7 
(Interdisciplinary Problem Solving). 
It is my hope that this research will help me understand students like Chad, who 
simply don't do their homework. lt is through this new understanding that I hope to be 
able to reach many other students who struggle with the completion of homework. 
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Literature Review 
Introduction 
Many educators and researchers agree that homework positively affects 
students' academic achievement, but it is also common knowledge that most students 
have negative attitudes about homework (North & Pillay, 2002; Xu & Como, 2003). 
The dilemma is how do educators get students to want to do their homework. 
Educational researchers have analyzed this dilemma from many different angles. In this 
review of literature, the value of homework, barriers to student completion, teacher 
training on homewor~ effective homework, and the impact of motivation and 
differentiation will be analyzed. 
Value of Homework 
In the past few years, educators have spent a Jot of time examining homework. 
Many researchers have found that homework has a positive effect on learning (North & 
Pillay, 2002). According to North & Pillay (2002), homework extends the time available 
for learning. Studies have shown that middle and high school students achieve better 
grades when they spend more time on homework (Van Voorhis, 2003). In the book 
entitled Classroom I11stn1ction that Works, Marzano, Pickering, & Pollock (2001) state 
that for every 30 minutes of "additional" homework a student completes each night, his 
or her grade point average goes up approximately a half of a point. For low achieving 
students, homework also has positive effects on academic achievement 
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(Bryan & Sullivan-Bustein, 1998). Eliminating homework would cause students who 
have diverse needs (low-ability students, minorities, economically disadvantaged, and 
learning disabled) to fall further behind academically (Sullivan & Sequeira, 1996). 
Homework has positive effects on a variety of students ' learning domains. The 
assignments that students complete at home can specifically improve their concept 
formation, c1itical thinking, retention, understanding of material, and enrich the 
curriculum (Sullivan & Sequeira, 1996). Homework can also impact students' affective 
needs by increasing motivation to learn and improving students' attitudes about school 
(Eilam, 2001). It also contributes to students' self-regulatory elements such as study 
habits, time utiliz ation, and personal responsibility (Eilam, 2001). Homework can also 
involve parents in participating with their child 's learning (Sullivan & Sequeira 1996). 
Teachers have many reasons for assigning homework. Often times, teachers hope 
that their homework will enable students to become personally involved with what was 
learned in class that particular day (Sullivan & Sequeira, 1996). In other words, 
homework provides students with the opportunity to work at their own pace and try out 
the new skills. According to Sullivan & Sequeira (1996), personal involvement with the 
daily lesson at home can increase retention of the skill and the likelihood that it will be 
used in real life. Teachers also use homework assignments for students' completion of 
unfinished work, practice and reinforcement of class-work, and communication with 
parents (Bryan & Sullivan-Bustein, 1998). A study conducted by North and Pillay 
(2002), identified the top reasons that teachers assign homework. The top five reasons 
include to practice what had been learned, to give teacher's feedback on students' 
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strengths and weaknesses, to complete work started in class, to provide a more 
individualized program for learning, and to apply learning in a creative way (North & 
Pillay, 2002). 
With all of these benefits, many educators feel that efforts should be directed to 
improving homework rather than abolishing it (Van Voorhis, 2003). Sullivan and 
Sequeira (1996) feel that, "the issue is not whether we should have homework, but rather 
how to make homework a viable extension of classwork and make it contribute to 
learning'' (Bryan & Sullivan-Bustein, 1998). They also believe that teachers who make 
an effort to increase motivation, participation, and relevance in their homework should be 
greatly commended (Sullivan & Sequeira, 1996). 
Barriers to completing homework 
Researchers have studied students' feelings related to homework. According to 
Xu & Como (2003), students' moods during homework were negative despite their age, 
gender, or academic ability. "On average, students rated their levels of positive affect, 
motivation, and attention lower during homework than they did during other after-school 
activities (e.g. eating and doing chores)" (Xu & Como, 2003, p. 504). 
Research has shown several common reasons as to why students don't complete 
their homework. Van Voorhis' (2003) identified reasons for students not completing 
their homework include some students thinking it was too difficult, students not taking 
homework seriously, teachers not explaining the importance of completing the assigned 
work, and the consequences may not be great enough. Homework may be demotivating 
to students if it is too difficult, too easy, uninteresting, monotonous, or perceived as 
irrelevant (North & Pillay, 1996). If homework is too complex, it may lead to frustration. 
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However, ifthe assignment is too easy, students may be bored (Como, 2000). Both 
learning disabled and non-disabled students report that homework is not important 
(Como, 2000). Students with disabilities have reported that homework is dull, boring, 
too hard, and a waste oftime (Bryan & Sullivan-Bustein, 1998). Since many students 
with learning disabilities believe that they don't do well on their homework, many of 
them don't complete their homework assignments. Therefore, it has been found that low 
achieving students did less homework in order to avoid negative experiences. Students 
also complain that they are assigned too much homework (Bryan & Sullivan-Bustein, 
1998). One study conducted by U.S. Department of Education found that some students 
of the ages nine, thirteen, and seventeen spend more than two hours on their homework 
each night (Van Voorhis, 2003). This overabundance of homework explains student 
frustration with nightly homework (Van Voorhis, 2003). 
Parental attitudes about homework also influence the amount a student completes 
(Eilam, 2001). Marilyn Haring, the dean of the School of Education at Purdue 
University, found that parental views about homework is very diverse ("Making 
Homework More Effective," 1998). Some parents complain that their children are not 
given enough. Others complain that teachers require too much. Parents also believe the 
assignments can be considered "busy work" if they don't stretch the students' minds 
("Making Homework More Effective," 1998). Unfortunately, there has been little 
research related to homework at the middle school level and when students assume 
responsibility for its completion (Xu & Como, 2000). 
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Teacher training on homework 
When teachers leave college, they don't feel prepared to develop homework for 
their students. Many educators feel that very little information is presented about 
homework in their teacher education programs (Bryan & Sullivan-Bustein, 1998). 
According to Bryan & Sullivan-Bustein (1998), there are no studies that focus on helping 
teachers adopt effective strategies in designing and assigning homework. How to use 
homework as instructional tool is not being addressed in preservice or inservice 
professional development programs (Bryan & Sullivan-Bustein, 1998). Sullivan and 
Sequeira (1996) state how teachers are not provided with training for how and when to 
assign homework or how to respond to it. Van Voorhis (2003) supports this same finding 
by stating that there needs to be more instruction and encouragement for teachers to 
develop high-quality homework assignments. Although teachers can use the teacher' s 
edition of the students' textbook to help with planning, very few textbooks provide a 
variety of homework activities or ways to adapt activities for homework (North & Pillay, 
2002). Bryan & Sullivan-Burstein (1998) proclaim that "because homework begins-and 
ends-in the classroom, efforts to help students become more proficient in completing 
their homework assignments will have to start in the classroom." 
Effective homework 
Since homework accounts for twenty percent of the time a student spends on an 
academic tasks, it is important to improve homework (Bryan & Sullivan-Bustein, 1998). 
There have been several educator researchers who have explored the realm of developing 
effective homework that students will complete. Since there is a movement to teach 
students to understand subject material rather than simply memorize or recite it, 
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educators need to come up with nontraditional forms of homework (Como, 2000). 
Homework, as well as class work, wil1 become increasingly interdisciplinary and inquiry-
based. According to the available research, "Homework gets at understanding when it 
requires students to make meaning out of material, to explain why, to build a persuasive 
case, to find and solve problems, to transfer thoughts and ideas to new contexts, and to 
personalize (Como, 2000). Sullivan and Sequeira (1996) believe that homework is 
purposeful when it is meaningful, relevant, involving, creative, and of quality. In order to 
make homework meaningful, the teacher may need to explain the purpose of the 
assignment to the students (Sullivan & Sequeira, 1996). An "involving" assignment can 
be one that has students conduct hands-on activities (Sullivan & Sequeira, 1996). When 
homework involves real work in the real world, students see its relevancy. This 
relevancy can be accomplished when classroom assignments are connected to student' s 
immediate environments, such as them making scientific observations at home ("Making 
Homework More Effective," 1998). Como (2000) believes that "Homework is a bridge 
for knowledge to travel back and forth between school and home." Como (2000) also 
recognizes how home experience can be brought into school. Como recognizes how 
"fishing trips, soccer games, community service projects, and church suppers" can be 
applied to school lessons. Homework that is "of quality," improves concept formation, 
critical thinking, and enriches the curriculum (Sullivan & Sequeira, 1996). According to 
the book Classroom Instruction that Works (Marzano et al. , 2001), U.S. educators engage 
students in work that requires several repetitive problems. However, Japanese educators 
assign only a few problems, which students have to explore in depth. Students focus on 
the reasoning process in solving problems. Student creativity can be enhanced when 
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students choose their own topics and methods of investigation (Sullivan & Sequeira, 
1996). Some creative activities include surveying the community, map-making, or 
critiquing a television show (Sullivan & Sequeira). Designing homework that is more 
motivating and useful is an area that needs further exploration (North & Pillay, 2002). 
Homework completion can be increased when individual student needs are 
addressed in each assignment (Sullivan & Sequeira, 1996). Students differ in maturity, 
aptitudes, learning styles, and interests. Textbook exercises don't address these 
individual characteristics (Sullivan & Sequeira, 1996). hnprovement of homework 
completion can be made when the assignment provides means for social communication 
(Como, 2000). Internet and telephone exchanges between and among students can be 
incentive for students to want to complete their homework. Students also enjoy working 
at friends ' houses on assignments (Como, 2000). 
Bryan and Sullivan-Bustein (1998) conducted a two-year study in which their 
goal was to increase homework completion. Their study involved the use of three 
strategies that include: giving real-life assignments, using homework planners, and 
graphing homework completion. For graphing homework completion, students would 
color graphs with red (if assignment was not turned in), green (assignment complete and 
on time), or yellow (assignment that is complete, but late). These three techniques helped 
children with learning disabilities and average-achieving students with homework 
problems more than average achieving students with no problems. These interventions 
increased homework completion and test performance (Bryan & Sullivan Bustein, 1998) 
An educator' s feedback on an assignment can influence students' learning. The 
feedback a teacher places on homework can influence students' cognitive and affective 
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outcomes (Como, 2000). Sullivan & Sequeira (1996) believe that "for homework truly to 
be effective, it must be checked, commented on, and returned." It has been found that 
students would rather have feedback on their assignments rather than no response 
(Sullivan & Sequeira, 1996). Marzaro (2001) found that few students complete their 
homework when it is only checked for completeness. However, there was a significant 
increase in completion when homework was graded. When teachers made direct 
comments on students' homework, students were even more likely to complete it. Some 
examples of individualized remarks include "handwriting improving," "enjoyed unusual 
adjectives," "fascinating analysis," and "conquering long division" (Sullivan & Sequeira, 
1996). Teacher feedback can provide students with an understanding of their errors and 
an encouragement to try the missed problems again. Como ( 2000) states, "if students 
can be helped to view even some homework as closing critical gaps in their academic 
experience, they stand to see the value of injecting meaning into daily work" (Como, 
2000). 
Parents ' assistance and involvement with their children's homework can 
influence students' perception of homework and its completion. Many studies have 
found minimal or negative effects when parents help their children with homework 
(Marzano et al., 2001 ). The negative impact of parental help is primarily due to schools 
not providing information to parents on how they can help their children (Van Voorhis, 
2003). While children are working on homework, parents can help diffuse frustration, 
provide rewards for good work, answer general questions, and provide an adequate 
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working environment (Como, 2000). According to Xu and Como (2003), parents can 
assist their children with homework completion by establishing routines and monitoring 
progress. 
Van Voorhis (2003) states that effective homework promotes student learning, 
parent-child interactions, and parent-teacher communication. Studies show that most 
adolescents would interact with their families if their homework promoted it. 
Van Voorhis conducted a study of the use of TIPS (Teachers Involve Parents in 
Schoolwork) assignments that had guidelines for parental involvement. Van Voorhis 
studied six classes receiving TIPS interactive homework assignments and four class 
assigned non-interactive assignments. The students receiving the interactive TIPS 
assignments resulted in more family interaction and students returned more homework 
assignments than students not receiving the TIPS assignments. These students also 
completed their homework more accurately and earned higher report card grades (Van 
Voorhis, 2003). 
Impact of Motivation on Learning 
Student motivation is an important determinant of student learning (Tumposky, 
2003). Since homework is such a vital part of student learning, motivation is an 
important part of homework. Assignments that involve live events and address students' 
interests are motivational (Barkley, 2003). According to Barkley (2003), "Leaming 
styles occur on a continuum. At one end of the spectrum are TV and instructor-led 
lectures. These are straightforward deductive teaching methods. Moving through the 
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spectrum, you find writing, presenting, live demonstrations, and discussion. At the other 
end of the spectrum are role plays, games, simulations, and finally live events. I see this 
continuum as a hierarchy of motivation for student learning" (Barkley, 2003 ). 
There are several different theories surrounding the ideas of motivation and 
learning (Barkley 2003). According to Glasser, people need an emotionally linked reason 
to motivate them to learn. Glasser defined motivation as a hierarchy of motivators. The 
motivators include survival, belonging, power, freedom, and fun. As far as survival, 
Glasser believes that students need to have their basic physiological needs met. As for 
the feeling of belonging, students need to be part of a group and feel accepted. Students 
can feel that they have power if they have a say in what happens. Freedom enables the 
student to make h i.s or her own choices. Classwork can seem fun when it includes lively, 
joyous play and amusement. When students view homework as fun, they don' t view it as 
work and are more likely to complete it (Barley, 2003). 
Many other researchers believe that students' interests greatly impact their 
motivation to learn. In John Dewey's book called Interest and Effort in Education 
(1913), interest is identified as vital educational factor (Chen, Darst, Pangrazi, 2001 ). In 
Dewey's book~ he recognizes that " interest can integrate students' experiences outside the 
school in the learning process, encourage students to use prior knowledge in pursuing 
new knowledge, and motivate them to engage in learning tasks at hand" (Chen et al., 
2001 ). Both Maslow and Madeline Hunter associated interest with increased student 
motivation (Tumposky, 2003). According to Freeman (Freeman, McPhail, & Berndt, 
2002), there are eight actions that teachers can use in order for students to be interested in 
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what they are learning. These actions include using a variety of materials, hands-on 
activities, personalized content, student trust, teacher enthusiasm, and variety of 
activities. 
Chen (2001) mentions both personal and situational interest. Personal interest is a 
"person's preference for one activity over others." Students' freely chosen 
extracurricular activities would be prominent indicators of their personal interests 
(Freeman et al. , 2002). Since students' personal interests are very specific and difficult to 
alter, using each student's personal interests in developing assignments is a difficult task 
(Chen et al., 2001 ). Educational researchers are exploring the use of situational interest 
as a means to motivate students to learn. Chen (2001) defines situational interest as "the 
appealing effect of an activity or learning task on an individual, rather than the 
individual's personal preference for the activity" (Chen et al., 2001). Some researchers 
explain situational research as involving novelty and positive feelings. Others claim that 
it has the quality of 'holding' and 'catching' students' interests (Chen et al., 2001). 
Students ' situational interest can be fostered through the use of a variety of materials and 
activities (Freeman et al., 2002). 
Studies have shown that students are motivated when they learn through live 
events (Barley, 2003). Barkely (2003) defines live events as relying "on the real 
environment to impart content knowledge and process skills." Students see other reasons 
for completing projects rather than just for the grade. Barkely identifies the 
characteristics of a live event. It is an event that is multi-sensory, involves the use of 
process skills, has relevance, involves the real environment, has real consequences, and 
there is debriefing. One example of a live event that has all these characteristics took 
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place in a Florida school district. Freshman English students interviewed residents at 
senior citizens' center about a story when the senior citizen was nine or ten years old. 
Then the students wrote monologues of the person they interviewed. Next these 
freshman students were paired up with fourth grade students to teach them about 
presentation skills and share their monologues. Together the fourth graders and freshman 
visited the seniors and delivered the monologues. The fourth graders even dressed up in 
clothing that represented the senior citizens when they were 9 or 10 years old. In this 
example, students were intrinsically motivated to learn (Barkley, 2003). 
Impact of differentiation on learning 
According to Kerry and Kerry (1997), students should work at their own pace and 
try out new skills while completing their homework. Educators call this educational 
strategy differentiation. McCullen (2003) defines differentiation as when teachers "vary 
the content, process, or product of learning to address student' varying ability levels and 
learning styles by providing a selection of activities." All children are different, and 
teachers must respond to student's individual levels of readiness, interests, and learning 
profiles (Kapusnick & Hauslein, 2001). Differentiation addresses students' individual 
characteristics (McCullen, 2003). 
To vary the content, process, and product, educators can allow students to select 
their mode of learning in each of these areas. Tomlinson (2002) suggests that teachers 
begin at the level of ability at which students are. Educators are also advised to use 
different learning mechanisms that appeal to students' diverse interest, use varied rates of 
instruction, and use a variety of degrees of complexity (Tomlinson, 2002). Differentiated 
learning is based on Howard Gardner's Theory of Multiple Intelligences (Kapusnick & 
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Hauslein, 2001 ). Gardner believed ''that students learn better and more easily when 
teachers use a variety of delivery methods, providing students with learning experiences 
that maximize their strengths" (Kapusnick & Hauslein, 2001 ). Kerry and Kerry ( 1997) 
introduce another component of differentiated learning, which is to provide different 
levels of support. These differentiated characteristics can be incorporated into 
homework, where individual learning and skills are developed (Kapusnick & Hauslein, 
2001). Some differentiated tasks that can be incorporated into any assignment include 
using graduated worksheets, asking open questions, using individual student contracts 
and targets, self-pacing by pupils, promoting self-marking, responding in different ways, 
role playing, and providing work with ambiguous solutions. (Kerry & Kerry, 1997). 
Tomlinson (2002) provides three reasons for teachers to differentiate, and they include 
that all students have access to learning, are motivated to learn, and learn efficiently 
Conclusion 
It is clear that homework positively affects academic achievement, but many 
students are not convinced that homework is beneficial or worthwhile to complete. There 
is a lack of teacher training as far as designing, assigning, and correcting homework. 
Hopefully in the future, there will be education courses offered that address these specific 
areas. Education researchers seem to understand the components for effective 
homework, whjch include relevance, motivation factors, student interest, and varying 
complexity. However, there have been few published models to show what exemplar 
delivery methods look like. There is also a need for textbook companies to produce 
homework assignments that reflect these effective components. There are several 
research studies on the affect of differentiation and motivation on learning, but there is a 
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need for researchers to address how these techniques lln.pact homework completion. 
Since homework is not going away, researchers and educators need to examine how to 
make it more effective and encourage students to want to complete it. This study 
attempts to analyze the impact of motivation and differentiation on student completion of 
homework. 
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Methodology 
Introduction 
This study on homework completion will be conducted at the school in which I 
teach. Specific data about the school district and the selection process of the ten 
participants wi ll be discussed. The three specific approaches in which data will be 
collected and the projected approach to data analysis will also be discussed. 
The School 
This study on homework completion wiJl be conducted at Martha Brown School 
in suburban Fairport, New York. Martha Brown School consists of over one thousand 
students in grades sixth, seventh, and eighth. The students are primarily from upper-
middle class families. The Fairport School District is not very diverse. Its population is 
92.8% Caucasian, 2.2% African American, and 0.9 % Hispanic. 
The Participants 
The participants in this study will be seventh grade students from my four life 
science regents' classes. These four classes consist of a total of ninety-three students 
who are fifty percent female and fifty percent male. From these ninety-three students, 
average achieving students, who have a first quarter average between seventy-five and 
ninety percent, will be selected for the study. Once a group of average achieving students 
are identified, then this group will be further narrowed to individuals who struggle with 
homework completion. These individuals will need to have two or more of their first 
quarter homework assignments late or never turned in. Therefore, ten students will be 
selected for this study who are average achieving and struggle with homework 
completion. Students who have been identified with learning disabilities (students with 
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IEPs) will not be selected for this study. The rationale for excluding students with 
learning disabilities from this study is that they may require specialized intervention. 
separate study to evaluate their homework completion is suggested by this author. 
Data Collection 
During this study, information will be collected with three different data sources. 
Initially, I will meet individually with each of the ten students and ask them a series of 
ten interview questions related to homework (see Appendix A for interview questions) . 
..-
The students' responses will be tape recorded, as well as transcribed. 
A second data source will be the use of a variety of homework assignments and 
surveys that students will complete upon turning in their homework. During this sh1dy, 
students will be studying three different units that include human body, protists and 
fungi, and plants. I have designed four specific homework assignments for each unit that 
include motivating and differentiating factors of effective assignments. These 
motivational and differentiating factors involve active learning, responding in different 
ways, real life experience, and varying complexity. Therefore, students will be 
completing twelve ~fferent assignments that are representative of effective homework 
(see Appendix.es A, B, and C for ho,mework assignments). Upon the completion of each 
' - ----of the twelve assignments, students will complete a survey. The surveys consists of four 
to seven questions that have the students rank their enjoyment and motivation for each 
assignment, as well as its effectiveness and relevance (see Appendixes E, F, G, H, I, J, K, 
L, M, N , 0 , and P for surveys). If students don't complete their homework assignment, 
they will complete a separate survey (see Appendix Q). 
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Thirdly, student homework completion records and grades will be used as a data 
source. Students' completion of homework during those twelve assignments will be 
compared with their completion of other assignments such as textbook worksheets. 
I will also analyze students' grades for those twelve assignments and determine the 
amount of effort that is demonstrated. 
Data Analysis 
The data from the students' interviews, surveys, and records and grades will be 
compiled for analysis. I will begin my analysis by ranking which type of assignment 
(active learning, responding in different ways, real life experiences, or varying 
complexity) each student enjoyed completing the most. I will rank the type of 
assignments according to which ones the students think are worthwhile, motivating, 
effective, and would like as future assignments. I will then check to see if there is 
consistency for each of the three units for the various types of assignments. I will also 
analyze whether students always rank enjoyable assignments as worthwhile and 
motivating. The results from the students' surveys will then be compared with their 
interview responses. For example, I will be able to compare and see whether students 
complete the homework assignments that they initially stated as effective or that they 
stated that they are more likely to complete. Finally, students' homework completion 
records and grades will be analyzed to see if they are consistent with the types (active 
learning, respond in different ways, real life, and varying complexity) that they believe 
are enjoyable, motivating, effective, and worthwhile. 
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Appendix A 
Interview Questions 
Say to student: I am interested in learned about your perceptions about homework. 
Please answer the following questions honestly and to the best of your ability. 
l) What do you perceive as the purpose of homework? 
2) How much do you enjoy doing homework? 




3) How worthwhile is your current homework? 
Not worthwhile Somewhat worthwhile 







4) How motivated are you to complete your current homework assignments? 
Not motivated Somewhat motivated Greatly Motivated 
1 2 3 4 5 
5) Why do you think teachers assign homework? 
6) What are some of the reasons why you don' t complete your homework? 
7) What can I (as your teacher) do to motivate you to do your homework? 
8) How can I design homework assignments to make you want to complete them? 
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10) Using the following scale, rank the types of homework according to how motivated 
you would be to complete it? 
Scale: Not motivated Somewhat motivated Very motivated 
a) Homework at your individual ability level 
b) Homework that involves active learning (you actively doing 
something) 
c) Homework that allows you to respond in different ways (writing, 
drawing, role-playing) 
d) Homework that is related to real life (something you encounter 
regularly) 
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Appendix B 
Homework assignments for human body unit 
Active Learning Respond in Different Ways 
Subject: Nutrition & Digestion Subject: Circulatory. Nervous, or 
Digestive Systems 
2) Students will record what they have 1) Students will choose a body system 
for dinner one night 2) Choose their favorite animal 
3) Write down all the 3) Students will write, draw. or make 
foods' nutrients a model of what the body system 
4) Analyze whether they had a is like 
well-balanced meal 
Real life I Interest Varying Complexity 
Subject: Skeletal System Subject: Nervous System 
1) Students will take home a chicken or Recall Homework 
turkey leg 1) Name three kinds of neurons and 
2) They will compare the chicken leg with describe the function of each 
a human leg (examining the chicken 2) Make a simple drawing of the brain and 
leg's length, shape, and weight). label the three parts 
Critical Thinking Homework 
1) Create a flowchart showing the reflex 
pathway of a nerve impulse when you 
step on a sharp object 
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Appendix C 
Homework assignments for protist and fungi unit 
Active Learning Respond in Different Ways 
Subject: Fungi (Mushrooms) Subject: Protists 
1) Students will take a mushroom home 1) Choose an Amoeba, Euglena, or 
2) They will put it upside down on a paper Paramecium 
and leave it for two days 2) Respond by writing, role-playing, 
3) They wi ll lift the mushroom and or drawing what life is like for the 
analyze what they see pro ti st 
4) Students will draw and label what they 3) Students will respond to the following 
observe questions: What does it eat? How 
5) They will estimate how many spores does it move? How does it reproduce? 
that they see Where does it live? 
Real life I Interest Varying Complexity 
Subject: Fungi (Bread mold) Subject: Protists 
1) Students will conduct an experiment Recall Homework 
on how to provide the best environment 1) Students will describe how euglenas, 
for bread mold amoebas, and paramecium are different. 
2) Students will test their experiment out 
on three pieces of bread (one piece Critical Thinking Homework: 
being the control) 1) Students will develop a dichotomous 
3) They will write and draw their key that you could use to identify an 
observations and make conclusions euglena, paramecium, and an amoeba 
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Appendix D 
Homework assignments for plant unit 
Active Leaming Respond in Different Ways 
Subject: Seed Types Subject: Plant uses 
1) Students will examine seeds (including 1) Students will find research medicinal, 
lima bean, com, pea, peanut, and food, or uses of plants on the internet 
sunflower seeds) 2) They will prepare a visual presentation 
2) Students will draw and label each 3) The presentation has to be on a 
seed part poster or on Powerpoint 
3) They will determine if the seed is a 
monocot or dicot 
4) They will describe differences between 
the two 
Real life I Interest Varying complexity 
Subject: Germination rate Subject: Pollination 
1) Students will explore the germination Recall Homework: 
rates of seeds Ask students the following questions: 
2) They will test one environmental factor 1) What is pollination? 
(air temperature, moisture content of 2) What is self-pollination? 
soil, salt content of soil) 3) Summarize (in your own words) how 
3) Record data every day a seed develops 
4) Construct a line graph of results and 
draw conclusions 
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Varying Subject: Complexity 
Pollination 
Critical Thinking Homework: 
l) Give students three plant pictures 
(willow, dandelion, and golden rod) 
2) Students will have to infer how each 
p lant is pollinated 
3) Students will then explain what features 
each flower have that enables the 
pollination that they suggest 
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Appendix E 
Survey for active learning human body assignment 
Circle the number of your response. 
1. How much did you enjoy recording what you had to eat for dinner and analyzing 
the nutrients? 





















4. How effective (you learned more from it) was this assignment in aiding you to learn 







5. How often would you like to have more homework assignments like this one in which 
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Appendix F 
Survey for responding different ways and human body assignment 
Circle the number of your response. 
1. How much did you enjoy responding (writing, drawing, or creating a model) to 
homework the way you chose? 






2. How worthwhile was writing, drawing, creating a model about your favorite animal's 
body system? 
Not worthwhile Somewhat worthwhile Very Worthwhile 
l 2 3 4 5 







4. How effective (you learned more from it) was this assignment in aiding your learning 







5. How often would you like to have more homework assignments like this one in which 
you can make several choices? 
never sometimes very often 
2 3 4 5 
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Appendix G 
Survey for real life, human body assignment 
Circle the number of your response. 
1. How much did you enjoy taking home the chicken leg bone and comparing it to your 
own leg bone? 
Did not Enjoy Somewhat enjoyed 
1 2 3 
2. How worthwhile was comparing the chicken with your leg? 
Not worthwhile Somewhat worthwhile 















4. How effective (you leaned more from it) was this assignment in aiding your 







5. How often would you like to have more homework assignments like this one that 
involves real life experiences? 
never sometimes very often 
1 2 3 4 5 
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Appendix H 
Survey for varying complexity and human body assignment 
Circle the number of your response. 
1. How much did you enjoy completing homework questions at your ability level? 
Did not Enjoy Somewhat enjoyed Greatly enjoyed 
1 2 3 4 5 















4. How effective (you learn more from it) is this homework assignment at your level 
in your learning about the human body? 
Not effective Somewhat effective Very Effective 
2 3 4 5 
5. How often would you like to have more homework assignments at your own ability 
level? 
never sometimes very often 
1 2 3 4 5 
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Appendix I 
Survey on active learning assignment for protist and fungi unit 
Circle the number of your response. 
1. How much did you enjoy observing the mushroom spore print and drawing the 
results? 





















4. How effective (you learned more from it) is this assignment in your learning about 







5. How often would you like to have more homework assignments like this one in which 
you are actively involved? 
never sometimes very often 
1 2 3 4 5 
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Appendix J 
Survey for responding in different ways assignment for protist and fungi unit 
Circle the number of your response. 
1. How much did you enjoy responding (writing, role-playing, or drawing) to homework 
the way you chose? 






. 2. How worthwhile is writing, role-playing, or drawing about protist's life function? 
Not worthwhile Somewhat worthwhile Very Worthwhile 
1 2 3 4 5 















5. How often would you like to have more homework assignments like this one in which 
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Appendix:K 
Survey for real life assignment for protist and fungi unit 
Circle the number of your response. 
1. How much did you enjoy experimenting with bread mold? 
Did not Enjoy Somewhat enjoyed Greatly enjoyed 
1 2 3 4 5 















4. How effective (you learned more from it) is this assignment in aiding your 







5. How often would you like to have more homework assignments like this one that 
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Appendix L 
Survey for varying complexity assignment of protist and fungi unit 
Circle the number of your response. 
1. How much did you enjoy completing homework questions at your own ability? 
Did not Enjoy Somewhat enjoyed Greatly enjoyed 
1 2 3 4 5 















4. How effective (you learn more from it) is this homework assignment at your 







5. How often would you like to have more homework assignments like this one that is 
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AppendixM 
Survey for active learning assignment of plant unit 
Circle the number of your response. 
1. How much did you enjoy categorizing the seeds? 






2. How worthwhile was drawing and labeling the seeds, and then categorizing them. 
Not worthwhile Somewhat worthwhile Very Worthwhile 
1 2 3 4 5 







4. How effective (you learned more from it) is this homework assignment in your 







5. How often would you like more homework assignments like this one in which 
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AppendixN 
Survey for responding in different ways assignment of plant unit 
Circle the number of your response. 
l. How much did you enjoy creating your presentation the way you chose? 






2. How worthwhile was creating a presentation about your selected plant? 
Not worthwhile Somewhat worthwhile 
1 2 3 4 
3. How motivated were you to create a presentation on your plant? 
Not motivated Somewhat motivated 












5. How often would you like to have more homework assignments like this one in which 
you choose how do present your information? (circle your response) 
never sometimes very often 
1 2 3 4 5 
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Appendix 0 
Survey for real life assignment of plant unit 
Circle the number of your response. 
1. How much did you enjoy testing the germination rate of seeds for homework? 
Did not Enjoy Somewhat enjoyed 
2 3 4 
Greatly enjoyed 
5 
2. How worthwhile is testing the germination rate of seeds and drawing a conclusion 







3. How motivated were you to complete this assignment about germination rate of 
seeds? 
Not motivated Somewhat motivated 
2 3 4 
Very Motivated 
5 
4. How effective (you learned more from it) is this homework assignment on your 
learning about seed gennination rates? 
Not effective Somewhat effective 
2 3 4 
Very Effective 
5 
5. How often would you like to have more homework assignments like this one that 
involve real life experiences? 
never sometimes very often 
2 3 4 5 
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Appendix P 
Survey for varying complexity assignment of plant unit 
Circle the number of your response. 
1. How much did you enjoy completing homework at your ability level? 
Did not Enjoy Somewhat enjoyed Greatly enjoyed 
1 2 3 4 5 





3. How motivated were you to complete this plant homework? 
Not motivated Somewhat motivated 













5. How often would you like to have more homework assignments at your own ability 
level? 
never sometimes very often 
I 2 3 4 5 
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Appendix Q 
Survey for students who did not complete homework 
1. Why didn't you complete the assigned homework? ___________ _ 
2. What characteristics of the assignment could be changed to motivate you to 
complete it? --------------------------
